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Abstract Attributions are constantly assigned in everyday
life. Awell-known phenomenon is the self-serving bias: that
is, people’s tendency to attribute positive events to internal
causes (themselves) and negative events to external causes
(other persons/circumstances). Here, we investigated the
neural correlates of the cognitive processes implicated in
self-serving attributions using social situations that differed
in their emotional saliences. We administered an attribution-
al bias task during fMRI scanning in a large sample of

healthy subjects (n = 71). Eighty sentences describing pos-
itive or negative social situations were presented, and sub-
jects decided via buttonpress whether the situation had been
caused by themselves or by the other person involved.
Comparing positive with negative sentences revealed acti-
vations of the bilateral posterior cingulate cortex (PCC).
Self-attribution correlated with activation of the posterior
portion of the precuneus. However, self-attributed positive
versus negative sentences showed activation of the anterior
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portion of the precuneus, and self-attributed negative versus
positive sentences demonstrated activation of the bilateral in-
sular cortex. All significant activations were reported with a
statistical threshold of p ≤ .001, uncorrected. In addition, a
comparison of our fMRI task with data from the Internal,
Personal and Situational Attributions Questionnaire, Revised
German Version, demonstrated convergent validity. Our find-
ings suggest that the precuneus and the PCC are involved in the
evaluation of social events with particular regional specific-
ities: The PCC is activated during emotional evaluation, the
posterior precuneus during attributional evaluation, and the
anterior precuneus during self-serving processes. Furthermore,
we assume that insula activation is a correlate of awareness of
personal agency in negative situations.

Keywords Attribution theory . Self-serving bias .

Self-attributional processes . Precuneus . Insula

People evaluate their own and others’ behavior by seeking
(“attributing”) causes for the occurrence of social events.
The cognitive and emotional processes involved in these
ascriptions are the focus of neuroscientific research on attri-
butional patterns, which is based on the assumptions of
attribution theory. Research in this field is diverse, and the
findings are inconsistent. Therefore, the main goal of our
study was to extend the knowledge about self-attribution
processes by giving a detailed overview of the current and
classical literature, using a large sample size in a study of
the neural correlates of self-attribution processes, and pro-
viding a careful analysis and interpretation of our results.

The origins of attribution theory date back to the 1940s
and 1950s, when Heider authored his seminal treatises
“Social Perception and Phenomenal Causality” (1944) and
The Psychology of Interpersonal Relations (1958). Heider
divided people’s explanations (“attributions”) for the occur-
rence of different events into two types of causes: personal
and environmental. Subsequent enhancements, systematiza-
tions, and reinterpretations of attribution theory were elab-
orated by Kelley (1967), Jones and Davis (1966), and later
by Weiner (1974, 1986). Today numerous models have been
proposed to explain attributional processes, which can be
summarized under the generic term attribution theory.

In this sense, Försterling (2001) defined attribution theo-
ry as a group of theories on “how common sense operates”
(p. 3), focusing on “the processes that make our everyday
circumstances understandable, predictable, and controlla-
ble,” and which findings are “applicable to a wide area of
domains such as achievement, love, health, friendship, and
pathology” (p. 4). Attribution theory is a cognitive approach
in psychology, and thus the research on attribution focuses
on thoughts or cognitions concerning “how individuals se-
lect, process, store, recall, and evaluate (causally relevant)
information and how the information is then used to draw
causal inferences” (Försterling, 2001, p. 10).

Research in the field of attribution theory has revealed that
attributions are susceptible to errors and biases (Försterling,
2001), such as attribution errors (Ross, 1977), attribution
asymmetry (Frieze & Weiner, 1971), or the self-serving bias
(Hastorf, Schneider, & Polefka, 1970). The so-called attribu-
tional bias is an umbrella term for different psychological
phenomena that underlie the process of attributing responsi-
bility/causation for various events or actions to different
causes. Research on the phenomena of attributional biases
has a long tradition in social psychology. These have been
investigated in different ways: in terms of ego defense and the
need for control (Cialdini, Braver, & Lewis, 1974; Kelley,
1967, 1987; Luginbuhl, Crowe, & Kahan, 1975), actor–ob-
server differences (Jones & Nisbett, 1987; Mischel, 1968;
Ross, 1977), primacy effects (Kanouse, 1971), and responsi-
bility for accidents (Vidmar & Crinklaw, 1974; Walster, 1966,
1967) (for a detailed summary, see Fischhoff, 1976). Heider
(1958) remarked that the process of attribution is influenced
by the personal needs, feelings, and emotions of the one who
attributes. Jones and Davis (1966) took a closer look at this
personal involvement as a component of the attribution pro-
cess and considered two manifestations: hedonic relevance
and the variable of personalism (Shaver, 1975). Kelley
(1967) expanded this area of study and distinguished between
self-attributions and attributions to others, as well as the
environmental context. This has led to different understand-
ings of attributional biases. One aspect is the self-serving bias
(SSB). The basic assumption here is that people tend to
attribute events with positive outcomes to internal causes
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(themselves) and events with negative outcomes to external
causes (the other person[s] involved or the situation; Hastorf et
al., 1970; Kelley, 1973; for a summary, see Zuckerman, 1979).
Hewstone (1989) pointed out two components of SSB: the
“self-enhancing bias” (a tendency to attribute success rather to
internal causes) and the “self-protecting bias” (a tendency to
attribute failure rather to external causes). In the context of a
certain blurring of concepts in current research, it is important
to note at this point—as Hewstone did—that the research
about SSB involves common-sense explanations and that the
attribution of causes to persons in this context is not a legal,
moral, or philosophical issue. Thus, it has to be distinguished
clearly from the concepts of blame, cause, and responsibility
(Hewstone, 1989).

More recently, several neuroscientific studies have inves-
tigated the neural correlates of the “attributional bias” using
different techniques. Blackwood et al. (2003), Harris,
Todorov, and Fiske (2005), and Seidel et al. (2010)
employed functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
and Krusemark, Campbell, and Clementz (2008) used elec-
troencephalography. Blackwood et al. examined the neural
correlates of the self-serving bias with an attributional deci-
sion task analogous to the Internal, Personal, and Situational
Attributions Questionnaire (IPSAQ; Kinderman & Bentall,
1996). Their subjects had to decide whether ten positive and
ten negative statements describing social situations taken
from the IPSAQ were caused by themselves, by other per-
sons involved, or by the situation. The authors found that
self-responsibility attributions, in contrast to personal and
situational attributions, were related to activations in the left
lateral cerebellar hemisphere (lobule V), bilateral dorsal
premotor cortex, and right lingual gyrus. Self-serving attri-
butions were related to bilateral caudate nucleus activations,
whereas non-self-serving attributions (i.e., external attribu-
tion of positive events and internal attribution of negative
events) were associated with activations in the left lateral
orbitofrontal cortex, right angular gyrus (AG), and right
middle temporal gyrus (mTG). The authors concluded that
the self-serving bias is mediated by the dorsal striatum,
which as well is implicated in motivated behavior.
Furthermore, they suggested that self-responsibility, as be-
ing social cognition of a higher order, is related to simpler
internal models of goal-directed action, as reflected by acti-
vation of the bilateral premotor cortex and the cerebellum
(regions substantially implicated in action simulation;
Blackwood et al., 2003). Harris et al. used an attribution
paradigm in which subjects had to make an attributional
decision about the causes of several social events after
getting additional information about the consensus, distinc-
tiveness, and consistency of the described event. The
authors found dispositional attributions (i.e., attributions of
perceived behavior to the internal states of persons, such as
unique attitudes, individual personality, or idiosyncratic

intent) to be related to activations mainly in the right superior
temporal sulcus (STS), the bilateral medial prefrontal cortex
(MPFC), the right mTG, and the right precuneus. They con-
cluded that common regions underlie social cognition—such
as in theory-of-mind and attribution tasks—and that specific
neural activation patterns are associated with unique disposi-
tional attributions (Harris et al., 2005). An event-related po-
tential study from Krusemark et al. used a facial working
memory task in which their subjects got false (success or
failure) feedback. Non-self-serving attributions were associat-
ed with activity in the left MPFC. Together with the results
from previous studies (Amodio & Frith, 2006; Ochsner et al.,
2004; Ridderinkhof, van den Wildenberg, Segalowitz, &
Carter, 2004), these results were interpreted as indicating that
unbiased attributions require greater self-control (Krusemark
et al., 2008). Seidel et al. (2010) used a social-situation para-
digm to analyze the neural correlates of internal and external
attributions in social events and of the self-serving bias. Their
subjects had to decide whether the presented positive and
negative social situations were caused mainly by themselves,
the other person involved, or the situation itself. A contrast
between internal and external attributions revealed activa-
tions along the right temporo-parietal junction (TPJ), in the
right supramarginal gyrus, and in the superior temporal
gyrus (STG) bilaterally. The reverse contrast (external vs.
internal attributions) revealed activations of the left parieto-
frontal network involving the lateral and medial parietal
areas and the superior frontal regions, with activations in
the left and right precuneus, in the right cuneus, and along
the left TPJ, including activations in the left AG, left mTG,
and the left superior, middle, and superior medial frontal
gyrus. Bilateral dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
activation correlated with the self-serving bias. These
results support the assumption that a fronto-temporo-
parietal network is involved in differentiating self and
external responsibility, whereas the correlation of activa-
tions in the dorsal ACC and dorsal striatum with the self-
serving bias was understood as being linked to the bias’s
rewarding value (Seidel et al., 2010).

Additionally, further studies using different tasks have
examined these same underlying cognitive phenomena.
For instance, Moran, Macrae, Heatherton, Wyland, and
Kelley (2006) used fMRI to investigate the dissociation
between cognitive and affective components in self-
reflective processes. These authors provided a task in which
subjects had to judge the self-descriptiveness of favorable
and unfavorable trait words. They reported that activity in
the MPFC and PCC differed in context of increasing self-
relevance, regardless the valence of the stimuli, whereas the
activity of the ventral ACC was dependent on valence.

Beer and Hughes (2010) investigated the neural corre-
lates of the “above-average” effect—which refers to a self-
evaluation bias—with a modified version of a social
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comparative task. The authors reported that activity in the
MPFC and the PCC correlated with reduced susceptibility to
“above-average” judgments and activity of the ventral ACC
correlated with differentiation of positive from negative
valences, whereas activity in the orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) and the dorsal ACC correlated negatively with the
“above-average” effect.

Finally, Hughes and Beer (2012) examined in their fMRI
study “whether neural regions previously implicated in self-
serving cognition relate to changes in decision thresholds
underlying the extent to which judgments are self-serving”
(Hughes & Beer, 2012, p. 890). By providing a modified
version of the Over-Claiming Questionnaire and an account-
ability manipulation, the authors could show a correlation
between activation in the OFC, the MPFC, and the dorsal
ACC and a reduced self-serving bias. Moreover, the less
pronounced was the self-serving bias, the more correlated
was activity in the medial OFC.

In summary, although several imaging studies have
employed very similar tasks (especially Blackwood et al.,
2003, and Seidel et al., 2010), they have reported very differ-
ent results. This could be due to the fact that imaging studies
on “attributions in social situations” hitherto have operated
only with relatively small sample sizes (e.g., Blackwood et al.,
2003: n = 12). Accordingly, in our study we aimed to increase
the statistical power used to investigate the neural basis of self-
attribution in positive and negative social events by running a
high number of subjects, and to validate the results with the
original Internal, Personal and Situational Attributions
Questionnaire, Revised German Version (IPSAQ-R).

To overcome some of the problems of single studies with
small sample sizes, Sperduti, Delaveau, Fossati, and Nadel
(2011) conducted a quantitative meta-analysis across 15
positron emission tomography and fMRI social cognition
studies examining the neural correlates of internal and ex-
ternal agency attributions, in order to cluster (in)consistent
findings. The authors detected—among other activations—
two brain regions that were consistently implicated: the
precuneus and the insula. The precuneus is involved in
social processes such as perspective taking (Ruby &
Decety, 2001, 2003), observation of social interactions
(Iacoboni et al., 2004), self-referential processes (Iacoboni
et al., 2004; Kircher et al., 2000; Spreng, Mar, & Kim, 2009;
van der Meer, Costafreda, Aleman, & David, 2010), and
causal attribution of social events (Seidel et al., 2010). In
addition, Sajonz et al. (2010) discussed an anterior–posteri-
or differentiation of the precuneus, with the anterior portion
being more involved in self-referential processes, and the
posterior portion being more linked to episodic memory
processes. Furthermore, the precuneus has been discussed,
along with the MPFC, as being involved in self-referential
processes (Gusnard, Akbudak, Shulman, & Raichle, 2001;
Kircher et al., 2002; Kircher et al., 2000; Ruby & Decety,

2003; for a review, see Schilbach, Bzdok, et al., 2012) and
external attribution (Seidel et al., 2010; Sperduti et al.,
2011), or in both processes (Ruby & Decety, 2001). Insula
activation has been linked to self- and current-state-related
phenomena related to physiological and emotional aware-
ness and consciousness (Craig, 2009, 2010; Lamm &
Singer, 2010; Singer, Critchley, & Preuschoff, 2009), as
well as to self-agency attribution (e.g., Farrer & Frith,
2002; Leube et al., 2003; Sperduti et al., 2011).

In summary, a wide variety of brain regions have been
linked to attributional biases, mostly including the precuneus
and the insula, but with partly inconsistent findings across
various studies. In our own work, we tested a large sample of
healthy subjects with fMRI in order to investigate the neural
correlates of the cognitive processes involved in internal and
self-serving attributions across different positively or nega-
tively valenced social situations. We used the IPSAQ scale as
a basis for our fMRI task, but changed the context and
semantics of the statements in order to create novel social
events with higher ecological validity, that were more
closely related to real life (Schilbach, Timmermans et
al., in press). Furthermore, we compared our behavioral
results from the fMRI task with results from the German
version of the original “paper-and-pencil” IPSAQ-R (Moritz
et al., 2010) in the same subjects, so as to test the reliability
and validity of our paradigm. With regard to self-attribution,
we expected to find activation in a fronto-temporo-parietal
network (Blackwood et al., 2003; Seidel et al., 2010), as
components of this network have been discussed in the
context of self-processing (D’Argembeau et al., 2005;
Farrer et al., 2003; Johnson et al., 2002; Vogeley et al.,
2001). Furthermore, since we included a very large sample
size, and therefore attained sufficient statistical power, we
hypothesized that we would find a precise distinction among
the different subregions of the posterior medial parietal cor-
tex (precuneus) that are involved in differential self-
attributional processes (for a review, see Cavanna &
Trimble, 2006).

Method

Subjects

A group of 89 healthy subjects from the POSITIVE Study, a
randomized-controlled multicenter clinical trial (Klingberg
et al., 2010), were recruited at six German universities
(measurements took place at five of the study sites). The
inclusion criteria were (1) age in the range from 18 to
59 years; (2) the absence of neurorological or other medical
conditions that could affect the results; (3) no mental disor-
der, according to the criteria of theDiagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) or
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the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision (ICD-10), in either
the past or present, as assessed with the Structured Clinical
Interview for the DSM-IV, German version (SCID-I;
Wittchen, Wunderlich, Gruschwitz, & Zaudig, 1997); (4)
right-handedness (as tested with the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory; Oldfield, 1971); and being (5) a native German
speaker with (6) normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
(7) no criteria for MRI exclusion (such as metal implants,
pregnancy, etc.).

Eighteen subjects had to be excluded from the analysis:
The fMRI data from eight subjects did not meet the quality
criteria (in seven of the subjects the images did not cover the
whole brain, and one had scanner-related artifacts; see
Stöcker et al., 2005), eight further subjects were excluded
due to technical problems (four incomplete data sets, two
with intolerable repetition time [TR] deviations of more than
0.1 s, one with a wrong response-button configuration, and
one missed trigger pulse), and two were excluded for not
following the instructions properly. Thus, 71 subjects (34
females, 37 males) were finally included in the analyses
reported here.

The 71 subjects had a mean age of 34.39 years (SD =
9.06) and a mean estimated verbal intelligence quotient of
115.12 (SD = 17.36) according to the German multiple-
choice vocabulary test (MWT-B; Lehrl, 2005). After a com-
plete description of the procedure, the subjects provided
written informed consent to participate in the study. We
received approval for the study from the local ethics com-
mittees at all sites, and carried it out in accordance with the
latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki. After subjects
had provided consent, the cognitive tests and the fMRI
experiment were carried out. Because of a further applica-
tion in a pre-/posttherapy study, a neuropsychological bat-
tery consisting of tests measuring verbal intelligence,
attention, executive functions, and memory, as well as the
IPSAQ-R (Moritz et al., 2010) and the beads-in-a-jar task
(Garety, Hemsley, & Wessely, 1991), were administered in
an adapted computer version (Moritz & Lincoln, 2008).
Finally, the subjects were paid for their participation.

Tasks and stimuli

fMRI attributional bias task For the fMRI attributional bias
task, we used statements consisting of one sentence, related
to those of the IPSAQ. However, the number of sentences
was increased to 80 (40 with positive and 40 with negative
connotations). We also modified their content: Instead of
referring to “a friend” or “a neighbor,” as in the original
IPSAQ, we expanded the other person involved to different
identities that were implicated in different social situations.
The final 40 positive (e.g., “Your boss appreciates your
work in the team”) and 40 negative (e.g., “The waitress

ignores you in the bar”) social situations consisted of six-
to eight-word sentences, which all had the same syntactic
structure: subject (singular), predicate (present tense), and
direct object (the person him- or herself, or another person),
followed by an indirect object, or a prepositional phrase.

Due to its further application in a pre-/posttherapy study
reported elsewhere, two versions of the paradigm were
created with two different sets of statements. In a pretest,
both versions were each presented to 13 healthy subjects,
who were asked to evaluate them according to criteria for
(1) positivity/negativity, (2) plausibility, (3) emotionality,
and (4) conceivability, each on a six-point scale. The posi-
tive and negative statements did not differ (Wilcoxon test for
paired samples) with regard to plausibility (positive senten-
ces, median [xmed] = 3.98; negative sentences, xmed = 3.84;
Z = –1.15, p = .249), emotionality (positive sentences,
xmed = 3.53; negative sentences, xmed = 3.83; Z = –0.73,
p = .463), or conceivability (positive sentences, xmed = 3.83;
negative sentences, xmed = 3.85; Z = –0.70, p = .484).
However, as intended, the positive and negative statements
clearly differed with regard to positivity (xmed = 4.71 vs.
1.13, respectively; Z = –3.18, p = .001) and negativity (xmed =
1.15 vs. 4.43, respectively; Z = –3.18, p = .001). The positive
and negative sentence were presented in a pseudorandomized
order. The two paradigm versions were randomly distributed
across subjects.

During the fMRI experiment, the sentences were pre-
sented visually in white letters on a black screen, in a mini-
block design, for 5 s each. Every statement was followed by
a jittered interstimulus interval (3.25–10.75 s) during which
a white fixation cross appeared on the black screen. The
subjects were asked to read the sentences, to imagine the
situation happening to them vividly, and to decide about the
main cause of the situation by answering the question “Who
has caused the situation?” Subjects had to indicate their
attributional decisions about whether the situations had been
caused by themselves or by the other person involved (i.e.,
internal vs. external cause) by a buttonpress with either the
right index or middle finger, respectively. The correct use of
the button box was checked before the experiment started.
For a schematic representation of the experimental setup,
see Fig. 1.

Behavioral task outside the scanner: IPSAQ-R The IPSAQ-
R, validated in German (Moritz et al., 2010), is a translated
version of the original IPSAQ (Kinderman & Bentall, 1996)
consisting of 16 items describing eight positive and eight
negative situations. For each item, subjects are asked to put
themselves in the position of someone experiencing a partic-
ular situation, to infer the most probable causal explanation for
the situation, and to write down this explanation. Then they
are asked to estimate (as a percentage) whether their causal
explanations are due to internal, personal, or situational
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factors. Three positive interdependent and three negative in-
terdependent subscales are calculated by adding up the percent
ratings of internal, personal, and situational attributions for the
positive and negative events. Additionally, an externalizing
bias is computed by subtracting the internal negative score
from the internal positive score, and a personalizing bias is
calculated by dividing the personal negative score by the sum
of the personal negative score and the situational negative
score. Moreover, a monocausality score counts the number
of items rated in a monocausal way (i.e., attributional scores
that are rated with a minimum score of 90 %). The IPSAQ-R
was administered to the subjects within two weeks prior to the
fMRI experiment. As described above, the statements of the
IPSAQ-R and the fMRI attributional bias task differed in their
number and content (cf. the previous section).

fMRI data

Acquisition We conducted fMRI measurements at five
study sites (Bonn, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt am Main, Jülich,
and Tübingen), all using 3-T Tim Trio magnetic resonance
scanners (Siemens Medical Systems). Functional images
were collected using echoplanar imaging sensitive to blood
oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast (T2*, 64 ×
64 matrix, FoV 200 × 200 mm, voxel size = 3.1 × 3.1 ×
3 mm, 36 slices, gap = 10 %, 3 mm thickness, TR = 2.25 s,
TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90º). The slices were measured in
ascending order, were positioned transaxially parallel to the
anterior–posterior commissural line (AC–PC), and covered the
whole brain. A total of 360 functional images were collected.
The initial three images were excluded from further analysis in
order to remove the influence of T1 stabilization effects.

Quality control The fMRI multicenter study was carefully
planned and monitored. A detailed study protocol was de-
veloped in order to obtain homogeneous data. The sequen-
ces, the paradigm, and the comparability of the scanners
were evaluated before the start. Therefore, reliability meas-
urements were performed with 13 healthy subjects who
were scanned by means of three identical paradigms (simple
visual and motor tasks different from the ones reported here)
at all of the fMRI centers involved. Furthermore, the MRI
sequences and sequence comparability were evaluated
across the entire data-acquisition phase by means of MRI
phantom measurements in which we applied identical func-
tional sequences on each scanning day. The Percent Signal
Fluctuation index (PSF4) was calculated for the phantom data
so as to constantly evaluate and control for center- or scanner-
specific signal fluctuation/noise. Data acquisition was further
monitored and supervised by means of monthly telephone
conferences and several site visits. Finally, we used a fully
automated quality assurance routine for fMRI (Stöcker et al.,
2005) and discarded poor fMRI data (see the Subjects section).

Analysis Preprocessing and first- and second-level analyses
of the functional data were performed using the Statistical
Parametric Mapping software (SPM5; www.fil.ion.uc.ac.uk/
spm). All of the functional images were slice-time corrected,
realigned, and resliced to the first image in order to correct
for interscan movement; normalized to the standard
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template in SPM
(with a resulting voxel size of 2 × 2 × 2 mm); smoothed
(8-mm full-width-at-half-maximum isotropic Gaussian fil-
ter); and high-pass filtered (cutoff period 128 s).

Our statistical analysis was performed in a two-level proce-
dure. At the first level, the BOLD responses for the presentation

Fig. 1 The fMRI attributional
bias task. We presented 40
positive and 40 negative social
situations, and subjects had to
decide whether the positive or
negative situation had been
caused by themselves or by the
other person involved
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of the positive and negative sentences were modeled in mini-
blocks (duration = 5 s) convolved with the canonical hemody-
namic response function. Movement parameters and
buttonpresses were included in the model as regressors of no
interest. The effects for the positive and negative sentences
were added as contrasts and estimated using the general linear
model approach. Because of variability in the design efficiency
caused by imbalanced responses, on the first level, we modeled
solely the positive and negative sentences with two regressors,
and abandoned the option to estimate additional contrasts for
internal and external attributions, since—consistent with the
hypothesis of a self-serving bias—several subjects did not have
enough buttonpresses for each condition, and therefore not
enough events for the statistical analysis (e.g., 36 of the subjects
had fewer than ten “self” buttonpresses for the negative sen-
tences). Thus, in contrast to Blackwood et al.’s (2003) ap-
proach, we had no need to exclude any subject due to
missing trials per condition, because we incorporated the
attributional decision as a covariate of interest at the second
level (see the following description).

The single-subject β contrasts relating to positive and
negative sentences were used for further analyses. On the
second level, a paired t test was calculated for the whole
sample of the 71 included subjects in order to investigate the
neural correlates of internal and external attributions in
positive or negative situations. Statistical parametric maps
were computed for the contrasts Positive Sentences >
Negative Sentences and Negative Sentences > Positive
Sentences.

Additionally, internal and external attributions were mod-
eled as a covariate of interest containing only the internal/
external ratio (i.e., the percentage of “self” buttonpresses,
with higher values indicating more self-attributions), and
not the single numbers of internal and external attributions.
This covariate interacted with the experimental factor
Emotional Valence, and was therefore split into two parts.
Thus, we could estimate different statistical parametric maps
by weighting the split covariate and had enough degrees of
freedom (T66) to calculate the following contrasts. With this
setup, we addressed three psychological domains (emotion,
self-attribution, and biased self-attribution) that underlie
attributional evaluation processes, utilizing the following
contrasts.

1. Emotion: Positive Situations > Negative Situations and
Negative Situations > Positive Situations. These con-
trasts refer to emotional evaluations of the situations.

2. Self-attribution: Internal Attribution (i.e., more self-
than other-attributions in both types of situations).
This contrast refers to self-attribution processes, regard-
less of the emotional contents of the situations.

3. Biased self-attribution: Internal Attribution Positive >
Internal Attribution Negative (i.e., more self-attributions

in positive situations > more self-attributions in negative
situations) and Internal Attribution Negative > Internal
Attribution Positive (i.e., more self-attributions in nega-
tive situations > more self-attributions in positive situa-
tions). These contrasts refer to the phenomenon of biased
self-attribution processes that depend on the emotional
contents of the situations (Moritz et al., 2010).

In addition, we estimated further statistical parametric
maps for exploratory analyses: External Attribution (i.e., more
other- than self-attributions in both types of situations),
Internal Attribution Positive (i.e., more self- than other-
attributions in positive situations), Internal Attribution
Negative (i.e., more self- than other-attributions in negative
situations), External Attribution Positive (i.e., more other-
than self-attributions in positive situations), and External
Attribution Negative (i.e., more other- than self-attributions
in negative situations).

The covariates of no interest were buttonpresses, modeled
by the mean reaction times of each subject; Misses, containing
the individual numbers of omitted buttonpresses; and
Recruiting Center, consisting of the six sites (coded as five
dummy regressors) from which the subjects were recruited.

Significant activations are reported for a statistical thresh-
old of p ≤ .001, uncorrected, with a cluster extent threshold of
k ≥ 20 voxels. Brain activation was plotted on the anatomical
SPM template. Anatomical localizations of significant activa-
tion in local maxima of the MNI coordinates were identified
by using the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005;
www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm_anatomy_toolbox).

Behavioral and neurocognitive data analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20. With
regard to the fMRI attributional bias task, the ratios of
internal attributions for positive and negative events were
computed controlling for missing data. The number of
internal attributions for either positive or negative events
was divided by the total number of these events that subjects
responded to.

With regard to the IPSAQ-R, six of the subjects had to be
excluded from the analyses for answering fewer than 75 %
of the questions (n = 4) or for not following the instructions
properly (n = 2). The percentage ratings were transformed
so that their sum equaled 100 % (Moritz et al., 2010). The
ratios of internal, personal, or situational attributions for
positive and negative events were divided by the number
of events that subjects responded to.

In order to test for convergent validity, bivariate relations
between the behavioral responses during the fMRI attribu-
tional bias task and the IPSAQ-R were computed with
Spearman correlation coefficients and corrected for multiple
comparisons using a Bonferroni correction.
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Results

Behavioral data

fMRI attributional bias task Table 1 depicts the means and
standard deviations of the behavioral responses during the
fMRI paradigm. As expected, on a descriptive level the sub-
jects showed more internal attributions (attributions to
oneself) for positive than for negative events and a self-
serving bias (number of internal attributions for positive
events minus number of internal attributions for negative
events). Of our subjects, 37 showed a self-serving bias, only
nine showed a non-self-serving bias, and 25 showed neither of
the two biases. The reaction times did not differ significantly
in any of the conditions. The mean reaction times were 3.18 s
(SD = 0.84) for internal attributions in positive sentences,
3.18 s (SD = 0.76) for external attributions in positive senten-
ces, 3.44 s (SD = 0.78) for internal attributions in negative
sentences, and 3.07 s (SD = 0.75) for external attributions in
negative sentences.

IPSAQ-R results Table 2 depicts the means and standard
deviations from the behavioral IPSAQ-R, assessed outside
of the scanner. On a descriptive level, the subjects showed
mostly internal attributions for positive events, whereas
negative events were attributed primarily to personal causes
(the other person involved). Furthermore, an externalizing
bias and a personalizing bias were present.

Validation of the IPSAQ-R and the fMRI attributional bias
task For a comparison of the percentage ratios of the fMRI
attributional bias task and the IPSAQ-R, see Fig. 2. The
convergent validity of the fMRI task was investigated using
Spearman correlation analyses. The following positive
correlations between the fMRI task and the IPSAQ-R
were found: Numbers of internal attributions for positive
sentences (r = .35, p = .004), numbers of personal attributions
for positive sentences (r = .39, p ≤ .001), numbers of personal
attributions for negative sentences (r = .30, p = .016), and

self-serving bias in both tasks (r = .28, p = .023) were asso-
ciated with each other, whereas the internal attributions for
negative events (r = .09, p = .456) were uncorrelated.

fMRI data

To cluster our findings with regard to the neural correlates of
cognitive processes involved in internal and self-serving attri-
butions across the positively and negatively valenced social
situations, we divided our results into three types of whole-
brain contrasts by addressing the three psychological domains
involved (emotion, self-attribution, and biased self-attribution).
Furthermore, we report the results of our exploratory analysis.

Emotion The Positive Sentences > Negative Sentences
contrast revealed activations of the angular gyrus bilater-
ally (BA 7/39), the right posterior cingulate cortex (BA
23), the right superior frontal gyrus (BA 8), the middle
frontal gyrus bilaterally (BA 6/8/45), the left superior
frontal gyrus (BA 6/8), and the right inferior temporal
gyrus (BA 20). Negative Sentences > Positive Sentences
resulted in activation of the left middle temporal gyrus
bilaterally (BA 20/22), the left lingual gyrus (BA 17/18),
the calcarine gyrus bilaterally (BA 17/18), the left cuneus
(BA 17), the left posterior cingulate cortex (BA 4), the
supramarginal gyrus bilaterally (BA 42/48), the right superior
temporal gyrus (BA 21), the right angular gyrus (BA 48), and
the left middle occipital gyrus (BA 39) (Table 3).

Self-attribution Internal Attribution revealed activation only
of the right precuneus (BA 7) (Table 3).

Biased self-attribution Internal Attribution Positive > Internal
Attribution Negative revealed activation of the right precuneus
(BA 7), whereas Internal Attribution Negative > Internal
Attribution Positive resulted in activation of the insular lobe
bilaterally (BA 45/47) (see Fig. 3), the left inferior frontal gyrus
[pars triangularis (BA 44/45) and pars orbitalis (BA 47)], and
the middle frontal gyrus bilaterally (BA 44/46) (Table 3).

Table 1 Behavioral data fMRI paradigm

Attribution Scores Mean (SD) Positive Sentences Mean (SD) Negative Sentences

Internal score 20.06 (8.26) 11.67 (8.01)

Ratio as percentage 50.62 % (20.64 %) 29.46 % (20.35 %)

External score 19.60 (8.30) 28.06 (8.16)

Ratio as percentage 49.38 % (20.75 %) 70.54 % (20.40 %)

Ratio internal/external, as percentage 50.71 % (20.71 %) 28.79 % (19.87 %)

Bias Mean (SD)

Self-serving/externalizing bias 8.39 (10.66)

Ratio as percentage 21.16 % (8.24 %)

Means and standard deviations for the fMRI attributional bias task (n = 71)
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For a schematic depiction of the activations of the poste-
rior cingulate cortex and the precuneus described above in
the three conditions (emotion, self-attribution, and biased
self-attribution), see Fig. 4.

Exploratory analysis Internal Attribution Positive revealed
activation of the right precuneus (BA 7), whereas Internal
Attribution Negative resulted in activation of the left post-
central gyrus (BA 4) and the left supplementary motor area
(BA 6/32). External Attribution showed no significant
results. External Attribution Positive revealed activation of
the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 46) and the left inferior
frontal gyrus (BA 45), whereas External Attribution
Negative showed no significant results (Table 3).

Discussion

In this study, we investigated a large sample of healthy
subjects with fMRI to explore the neural correlates of the
cognitive processes implicated in self-attributions of posi-
tively and negatively valenced situations. We have validated
our fMRI task by means of the original paper-and-pencil
version of the IPSAQ-R (Moritz et al., 2010).

Contrary to most of the previous findings in neuroscientific
research about self-serving processes (e.g., Blackwood et al.,
2003; Hughes & Beer, 2012; Seidel et al., 2010), we mainly
found correlations between self-attributional processes in pos-
itive and negative sentences and the precuneus, the PCC, and
the insular cortex. However, our results are in line with several

Fig. 2 Depiction of percentage
ratios (means and standard
deviations) from internal and
external attributions in the
fMRI attributional bias task
(dark gray) and the German
revived version of the Internal,
Personal, and Situational
Attributions Questionnaire
(IPSAQ-R; Moritz et al., 2010)
(light gray)

Table 2 Results of the Internal, Personal and Situational Attributions Questionnaire, Revised Version (IPSAQ-R; Moritz et al., 2010)

Attribution Scores Mean (SD) Positive Sentences Mean (SD) Negative Sentences

Internal score 468.23 (202.72) 307.83 (114.13)

Ratio as percentage 53.03 % (29.72 %) 29.41 % (14.27 %)

Personal score 219.74 (100.32) 331.91 (132.42)

Ratio as percentage 29.14 % (12.74 %) 42.08 % (16.55 %)

Situational score 117.91 (103.00) 197.73 (255.42)

Ratio as percentage 17.83 % (14.83 %) 28.51 % (31.93 %)

External score 339.03 (107.96) 524.70 (227.71)

Ratio as percentage 46.97 % (13.39 %) 70.59 % (28.27 %)

Bias Mean (SD)

Externalizing bias 160.40 (199.90)

Ratio as percentage 20.05 % (24.99 %)

Personalizing bias 0.65 (.19)

Ratio as percentage 59 % (20 %)

Monocausality 1.37 (2.62)

(Sum of ratings above 90 %) 8.56 % (16.5 %)

Means and standard deviations for the IPSAQ-R (n = 65)
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Table 3 Neural activations sorted by three psychological domains (emotion, self-attribution, and biased self-attribution), and the exploratory analysis

Region Hemi-sphere x y z kE Max. SPM (T)

Emotion

Positive > Negative Sentences

Angular gyrus R 40 –62 54 178 3.99

Posterior cingulate cortex R 2 –40 32 166 4.61

Superior frontal gyrus R 20 30 58 72 4.95

Middle frontal gyrus L –24 18 62 68 4.60

Superior frontal gyrus L –20 30 58 68 3.89

Inferior temporal gyrus R 58 –14 –28 67 4.61

Middle frontal gyrus R 46 46 14 28 3.68

Angular gyrus L –44 –68 50 23 3.40

Negative > Positive Sentences

Middle temporal gyrus L –52 –14 –12 334 4.62

Lingual gyrus L –12 –50 2 212 4.43

Calcarine gyrus L –12 –54 6 212 4.40

Cuneus L –16 –58 18 212 3.50

Calcarine gyrus R 14 –50 8 119 4.14

Posterior cingulate cortex L –6 –22 44 101 4.25

Supramarginal gyrus L –56 –48 26 86 4.33

Superior temporal gyrus R 56 –22 0 56 3.63

Middle temporal gyrus R 60 –10 –8 51 3.68

Angular gyrus R 52 –46 30 53 3.85

Supramarginal gyrus R 56 –44 30 53 3.83

Middle occipital gyrus L –38 –78 30 35 3.74

Self-Attribution

Internal Attribution

Precuneus R 8 –60 50 67 4.26

Biased Self-Attribution

Internal Attribution Positive > Internal Attribution Negative

Precuneus R 4 –42 46 64 4.71

Internal Attribution Negative > Internal Attribution Positive

Insula lobe L –36 18 –2 246 4.46

Inferior frontal gyrus (pars triangularis) L –48 20 –2 246 3.36

Insula lobe R 40 24 0 125 4.64

Inferior frontal gyrus (pars orbitalis) L –48 42 –12 82 4.36

Middle frontal gyrus R 50 28 36 45 4.07

Middle frontal gyrus L –32 48 14 37 3.69

Exploratory Analysis

Internal Attribution Positive

Precuneus R 8 –60 52 257 4.80

Internal Attribution Negative

Postcentral gyrus L –54 –18 50 32 3.73

Supplementary motor area L –8 16 46 22 3.68

External Attribution

No significant results

External Attribution Positive

Middle frontal gyrus L –36 46 14 35 3.80

Inferior frontal gyrus L –36 44 10 35 3.70

External Attribution Negative

No significant results

Coordinates of the peak voxels of each cluster are listed in MNI atlas space. kE, extent of cluster size, in voxels, Max. SPM (T), maximum SPM(t)
values. (n = 71)
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studies from the cognitive, social, and emotional neuroscien-
ces and with classic findings in attribution theory. Notably, we
used short sentences to generate attributional processes, which
is still very artificial (see the Limitations section below).

Details will be discussed in the following sections.

Task validity

On a descriptive level, our subjects more often made inter-
nal (than external) attributions for positive events during the
fMRI task as well as in the IPSAQ-R, while more personal
attributions were made in response to negative events. Four
of the five scores in the fMRI paradigm were significantly
associated with comparable results from the IPSAQ-R, in-
cluding a correlation between the self-serving bias scores of
both attributional tasks. Internal attributions for negative

events in the fMRI paradigm and the questionnaire were
unrelated. This might be due to the possibility to choose
from three different attributional possibilities in the IPSAQ-
R, but only from two in our task, which could have led to
less pronounced attribution of negative events to internal
causes in the IPSAQ-R. As is reflected in the significant
correlation between the self-serving bias scores in the two
tasks, the general tendencies of the subjects to attribute
positive events more often to internal causes, in comparison
to negative events, were similar. Thus, our results demon-
strate the convergent validity of the fMRI task.

Precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex

Research in social cognitive neuroscience has demonstrated
the particular functions of the precuneus and the PCC in

Fig. 3 Bilateral anterior insular
cortex is activated in the
contrast of the covariate
Internal Attribution
Negative > Internal Attribution
Positive, p = .001 uncorrected

Fig. 4 Schematic depiction of
the precuneus and the posterior
cingulate cortex in different
contrasts addressing three
psychological domains
(emotion, self-attribution, and
biased self-attribution), p = .001
uncorrected
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social inferential processing (Kuzmanovic et al., 2012), such
as mentalizing, intention inference, impression formation,
and controlled processing (Lieberman, 2010), and the inter-
action between episodic memory and the processing of
emotionally salient words (Maddock, 1999; Maddock,
Garrett, & Buonocore, 2003) and evaluative judgments
(Maddock et al., 2003; Posner et al., 2009). Furthermore,
Kuzmanovic et al. reported increased neural activation of
the precuneus and PCC when subjective evaluations were
based on short text vignettes.

In line with the literature, our results revealed that acti-
vation in the precuneus and the PCC was associated with
attributional evaluation processes of positive and negative
sentences describing socially relevant situations in everyday
life. Moreover, our data suggest that subregions of the
precuneus and the PCC are part of different elements of
these processes. The whole-brain Positive Sentences >
Negative Sentences contrast revealed activations of the right
PCC, whereas the reverse contrast showed activations of the
left PCC. More self-attribution in both types of sentences
was related to activation of the posterior portion of the
precuneus, and more self-attributions of positive as com-
pared to negative situations (the self-serving bias) revealed
activation of the right anterior portion of the precuneus.
Thus, activation of the PCC could be related to emotional
evaluation of the presented situations, whereas activation of
the posterior portion of the precuneus could be part of self-
ascription processes in the context of the attributional eval-
uation of sentences. Furthermore, activation of the anterior
portion of the precuneus might reflect functional correlates
of a self-serving processes during the evaluation of positive-
ly valenced situations.

Previous studies have discussed different functions of the
precuneus (for a review, see Cavanna & Trimble, 2006).
One approach has assumed the participation of the precu-
neus in episodic memory retrieval, which was shown, for
instance, by Tulving et al. (1994) and Lundstrom et al.
(2003). Another idea is that the precuneus participates in
self-related processes (see, e.g., Kircher et al., 2002; Kircher
et al., 2000; Kjaer, Nowak, & Lou, 2002; Lou et al., 1999).

Our interpretation of a differentiation between anterior
and posterior components of the precuneus refers to the
review of Cavanna and Trimble (2006) and is in line with
cytoarchitectonic maps (Economo & Koskinas, 1925;
Scheperjans et al., 2008), as well as with previous findings
from Sajonz et al. (2010). By combining tasks for self-
referential processing and episodic memory, Sajonz et al.
found among common networks three functional differen-
tiations for both processes in the medial and lateral parietal
cortex. One finding was the anterior–posterior differentia-
tion in the medial parietal cortex, in particular within the

precuneus and the PCC. The authors concluded that a “con-
text-dependent neural interplay of anterior and posterior
precuneus activation [is] specific for SRP [self-referential
processing] and EMR [episodic memory retrieval]” (p.
1609): Activations in the antero-superior precuneus and
the PCC are triggered by self-referential processes, whereas
the postero-inferior activation of the precuneus is derived
from EMR (Sajonz et al., 2010). Our findings support the
thesis of an anterior–posterior division of the precuneus, but
in a different way. On the one hand, we found evidence for
the contribution of the anterior portion of the precuneus and
the PCC to self-referential processes distinctly related to the
valence of situations. On the other, we found a contribution
to self-referential processes in the posterior portion of the
precuneus, unrelated to the emotional salience of sentences.

To conclude, we suggest that the activation of the anterior
portion of the precuneus is more related to self-serving ten-
dencies, whereas the posterior portion of the precuneus is
rather activated by the attribution of one’s self as being a
responsible cause for social situations in general. Thus, the
self-serving bias is an affective reaction, whereas general self-
attribution in terms of responsibility reflects a self-referential
process based on a comparison between presented situations
and the memory of self-experienced events. The idea of a
participation of memory processes in attribution was also put
forward by Harold Kelley (e.g., 1973). Charles Antaki (1982)
summarized Kelley’s concept briefly: “an attribution is arrived
at by a search (but not necessarily a conscious one) for the
causal candidate which is most closely associated historically
with the event being explained” (p. 11). Weiner (1974)
formulated as a principle for conscious causal attribution that
one must “search for information, assemble and process this
knowledge” (p. 56). In our task, these processes are part of the
vivid imagination of our presented situations, as the portrayed
events have to be compared with one’s own experiences in
comparable situations. This is especially true, because our
statements had no background or broader context and were
presented as single sentences in an artificial experimental
environment.

Insula

With increasing self-attribution of the causes of negatively, as
compared to positively, valenced situations, bilateral activa-
tion in the insular cortex and the middle frontal gyrus became
apparent. By using a task requiring empathy, Lamm, Batson,
and Decety (2007), amongst others, found bilateral medial and
anterior insula activation and left middle frontal gyrus activa-
tion when one imagines oneself in negatively valenced situa-
tions. A similar pattern can be seen in our experiment.
Internally attributing negatively (as compared to positively)
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valenced social situations increased activation of the insula
and the middle frontal gyrus. Moreover, Farrer and Frith
(2002) showed the importance of the insular cortex as a
contributor to one’s experiencing a sense of agency. Also, in
a meta-analysis of the neural correlates of internal and external
agency attributions, Sperduti et al. (2011) found bilateral
insula activation as being most evident for self-agency. The
central role of the insula in self-agency and self-referential
processing is also supported by many studies from lesion and
clinical research (e.g., Karnath & Baier, 2010; Voss et al.,
2010), by meta-analyses (e.g., van der Meer et al., 2010),
and by reviews (e.g., Craig, 2009; Singer et al., 2009).
Furthermore, Beer and Hughes (2010) suggested that the
insula is more associated with judgments of negative valence,
which is in line with our finding of bilateral insular activity
being correlated with self-attributed negative sentences.
Although we could not control for the self-serving bias, and
therefore could not prove the self-specificity of the insula
activation (see Limitations, below), our findings fit with these
results. Thus, we interpret our findings related to a non-self-
serving bias as being correlates of assuming and accepting the
responsibility for causes or being aware of oneself in negative
social events.

Finally, in the context of our findings in the PCC/precu-
neus, our results for the insular cortex could be discussed
with regard to recent findings about the default mode net-
work (DMN). Menon and Uddin (2010), for example, sug-
gested that the anterior insula is a core region of the salience
network. According to Menon and Uddin, this network
plays a key role in detecting and processing relevant envi-
ronmental stimuli by triggering interactions between exter-
nally and internally oriented networks (Menon & Uddin,
2010). Furthermore, Palaniyappan and Liddle (2012) sug-
gested that “the primary role of the salience network is
initiating the recruitment of brain regions relevant for pro-
cessing currently salient stimuli while decreasing activity in
networks engaged in processing previously salient stimuli”
(p. 23). In this context, the authors introduced the concept of
proximal salience as being related to the salience network
(Palaniyappan & Liddle, 2012). Here, proximal salience is
understood as a temporary state of neural activity evoked by
evaluating external or internal stimuli. Thereafter, proximal
salience “enables a switching between resting mode to task-
processing (executive) mode or vice versa” (Palaniyappan &
Liddle, 2012, p. 21). Accordingly, the insula is involved in
the process of updating one’s prediction model of the world
by facilitating the switch between task- and non-task-related
(DMN) brain areas (Palaniyappan & Liddle, 2012). In this
sense, our finding of insula activity suggests that it could be
more important to switch to DMN processing in situations
in which internal negative attributions are assigned.

However, we did not design our study to analyze the
concept of proximal salience. Furthermore, the interplay
between the salience network and the DMN was not explic-
itly a subject of our analyses. We found higher activity in the
insula for negative- than for positive-valenced situations,
but we did not control for the influence of this activity on
subsequent DMN activity (as this could be confounded with
the bias for negative stimuli). However, our findings, along
with those from future studies, might extend the notion of
the salience network and its interplay with the DMN.

Limitations

Most of our limitations are due to general problems in attribu-
tion research. As Frey (1978) and Weary et al. (1982) pointed
out, in public, people have a higher tendency to attribute
negative outcomes to internal causes than they do in private.
In line with this argument, Hewstone (1989) drew attention to
the problems of public–private manipulations in the context of
self-esteem and public esteem motives. Furthermore, Lloyd-
Bostock (1983) pointed out that “attribution of causes and
responsibility involves immensely complex processes and con-
cepts,” but “attribution theory appears limited and narrow in
emphasis” (p. 289). Thereafter, attribution of causes in a social
context is partly structured by “social (including legal) rules,
norms and expectations” (p. 289). Although in our task we tried
to provide situations that were drawn from everyday life expe-
riences and asked our subjects to imagine these situations
vividly, our experimental conditions still had no “real-life”
social environment. Moreover, by asking for an attribution
and giving only two options for an answer, we experimentally
reduced complex attribution possibilities that usually remain
unquestioned. However, these limitations are applicable to
most, if not all, emotion-related and social experiments that
have been conducted in an fMRI setting or in the laboratory.

A more specific problem of our study is that, because of the
variability in the design efficiency caused by unbalanced
responses, we could not calculate the interaction (Internal
Positive + External Negative) > (External Positive + Internal
Negative). Hence, we could calculate the self-serving bias
without controlling for the non-self-serving bias, and vice versa.
This limits the conclusions that can be drawn from our results.

Conclusion

In line with our hypothesis, we showed that components of a
fronto-temporo-parietal network are related to self-referential
processes. In particular, we found that the precuneus and the
PCC are related to the attributional evaluation of positive and
negative sentences describing socially relevant situations in
everyday life. Moreover, we could differentiate between
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different subregions within these brain areas. Activation of the
PCC is part of emotional evaluation processes; activation of
the posterior portion of the precuneus is involved in attribu-
tional evaluation processes; and activation of the anterior
portion of the precuneus is related to self-serving processes
evaluating the situation. In addition, we found activation of
the bilateral insular cortex with increasing self-attributions of
negatively, as compared to positively, valenced social situa-
tions. This may be interpreted as a correlate of the acceptance
of personal agency and the awareness of oneself in negative
social situations. Finally, we showed the validity of our fMRI
paradigm and the comparability of its data with the IPSAQ-R.
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